Attach panel A to panel D using glue stick or tape.
Celebrate a lost loved one by decorating this worksheet to display in the community altar

DIRECTIONS

1. In the center panel, write the name of a friend or family member you are honoring in the space next to “Honoring,” then write your name next to the space “Created By.”

2. Next, attach non-returnable copy or printout of a photo of the person you are honoring in the middle of the frame on Panel C with a glue stick. Or, draw your loved one inside the frame.

3. Color the rest of the panels with pens, colored pencils, markers, paint or glitter. Choose bright colors and colors that remind you of the person you are honoring to attract their spirit to the altar.

4. Fold sheet along dotted lines, and attach panel A to panel D using a glue stick.

5. Place your finished tribute in the Day of the Dead Community Altar to celebrate your lost loved one.